The Difference
Explorit Everywhere! TM
Unique Federated Search
Explore the Difference
Only Explorit Everywhere! by Deep Web Technologies gives you a deeper search and faster results without the typical wait you’ve
experienced from other federated search engines. Explorit Everywhere! includes:
A Deeper Search - Most of our competitors bring back the barest minimum of results in federated search forcing you to ask for
more results only when you don’t find what you need. Explorit goes deeper by retrieving at least 100 results from each source, then
merging, deduplicating and ranking them so the best results are on the first page. Typically, we bring back 10 times the number
of results per collection than our competition.
Faster Federated Search - Since we started building scientific research portals we have focused on making federated search fast.
We bring back results in the first 2 seconds through a tool called “incremental results.” Incremental results allow users to add
and browse results as they come back from each collection rather than waiting until the search engine is done.
Advanced Connector Architecture - Our connector architecture is designed to scale as your collections do, tying all of your
internal, external and subscription sources together under one search. We can quickly and cost-effectively build new connectors
when you need them!
Richer Meta Data Returned - Since we aren't reducing our connectors to the least common functionality of your collections,
Explorit brings back richer meta data, including snippets, author, date, and title. Other engines and many discovery solutions are
limited to the meta data submitted to them by the publisher.
Alerts – Your users can be informed of the latest developments in their area of study through daily, weekly or monthly alerts
emailed directly to their inbox. Users don’t need to waste any time repeating their search! Alerts are also available to ATOM or
RSS feed readers.
Search Builder - Search Builder gives library users the ability to build vertical portals based on their needs, thus better utilization
of sources. Professors can easily build class-specific search engines for simpler student research. Embed your search engine into
other applications like course schedules, blogs and web pages and social networks with Explorit’s widget creator.
More Sources Searched - Explorit currently holds the record for searching the most number of sources simultaneously with
ScienceResearch.com - 385 sources in less than 30 seconds! All of your results are merged, deduplicated and ranked with our
five-star ranking system.
Integration with EZ Proxy and LDAP - We work with your existing authentication infrastructure to ensure that users have a
seamless experience using the application.
Vendor Neutral Provider - Deep Web Technologies is not affiliated with a specific content provider and this neutrality means we
don't favor publishers. We offer our customers the freedom to have a best-of-breed search application with a quality search
experience.

Contact us today for your demonstration of Explorit Everywhere!
Focus Deep. Get Results.
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